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Issue: Uncertainties on PDFs 

• The statistical principles and methods for uncertainty 
analyses are well established:
Likelihood, χ2, … etc.---all textbook stuff, nothing 
extraordinary in principle.

• The devil is, not mainly in the details, rather:
– Unknown theoretical uncertainties
– Unknown experimental uncertainties

• What’s needed?



Reality #1 : compatibility of experiments

(Giele etal, 2001)



Basic dilemma: 
What is the real uncertainty on a measured 

quantity due to incompatible experimental results?
Imagine that two experimental groups have 
measured a quantity θ , with the results shown.

What is the value of θ ?
(This is common occurrence in the real world.)

θ

χ2 L -1

What do confidence levels mean?

Are all experimental errors understood?  Should the 
errors be taken at face value?



Case study: consequences on αs analysis in 
the GKK approach (likelihood)



Uncertainties of Physical Predictions: 
What is the true uncertainty?  (GKK)
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Case study: CTEQ global analysis of σW (χ2 method)

Estimate the uncertainty 
on the predicted cross 
section for ppbar → W+X 
at the Tevatron collider.

global χ2

local χ2’s



Each experiment defines a “prediction” and a “range”.
This figure shows the ∆χ2 = 1 ranges.



This figure shows broader ranges for each experiment based on the “90% 
confidence level” (cumulative distribution function of the rescaled χ2).



“Uncertainty” in 3 scenarios 
(either directly measured or indirectly inferred physical quantity θ)
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– Only case I is textbook safe; but II and III are “real”.
– There are commonly used prescriptions for dealing with II and 

III; but none can be rigorously justified.
– Over time, inconsistencies are eliminated by refined 

experiments and analyses

This is the Source of large “tolerance”, ∆χ2



Mimi-Summary

• The important issue is not about methodology:  
likelihood vs. χ2; or Monte Carlo sampling or Hessian 
approximation, …
– They are essentially equivalent, given consistent 

theoretical and experimental input.
• The challenges concern:

– Catalog, define, and quantify theoretical uncertainties;
– Learn to live and work with imperfect and incompatible data 

sets---there is no unique procedure, only intuition; 
– Learn to “agree to disagree”;
– Learn to compromise, forge consensus (e.g. choice of 

sensible schemes), while also emphasize distinctiveness, 
hence diversity and integrity of the physics results. 



“Tension” between different physical 
processes and experiments?

• Intra-process tension:
– BCDMS / NMC / HERA ?   (cf. GKK; αs analyses)
– CC (CCFR) / NC ? (nuclear vs. nucleon targets, ..)
– CDF / D0 (both prefer large-x gluons; but there are 

more subtle tensions)
• Inter-process tension:

– DIS / Jets ? (MRST2003)
– DY / Jets ?  (MRST2001 ?)
How do we systematically address these potential 
incompatibilities?  

Likelihood method of GKK; Collins and Pumplin



Tension between CDF/D0 data sets?

• CTEQ6 Analysis: Eigenvector 15 in the Hessian 
approach is particularly sensitive to jet data:
+ direction:  D0=1.24     CDF=1.60
- direction:       0.435              2.04



Collins and Pumplin Study - hep-ph/0106173, and …

Pumplin – Ringberg03:





Lessons learned, so far, are not surprising:

• The scale of acceptable changes of χ2 must be large. Adding a 
new data set and refitting may increase the χ2‘s of other data 
sets by amounts >> 1.

• Global analysis requires compromises – the PDF model that 
gives the best fit to one set of data does not give the best fit to 
others.

But it provides a systematic way of investigating the relevant 
problems, and quantifying the “incompatibilities”.



A critical technical advance in the Hessian approach 
which enabled the CTEQ uncertainty studies

The Hessian method for χ2 analysis has always been 
the standard, but uncertainty estimates in global QCD 
analysis by standard tools had been known to be 
extremely unreliable due to two practical problems:
•.extreme range of eigenvalues (flat vs. steep)
• numerical fluctuations of theory predictions

An iterative method by Jon Pumplin solved both of these 
technical difficulties, provided the means to generate 
reliable eigenvectors in parton parameter space, hence 
allow the systematic exploration of this space, 
particularly the a priori unknown “flat directions”











CTEQ agenda for studying Nucleon Structure
and Collider Physics 

• Large x behavior of G(x,Q), u(x,Q) and d(x,Q);

New frontiers on detailed flavor structure of the nucleon:
•Pinning down the strangeness sector of nucleon structure;
•Understanding the charm content of the nucleon;

Precision W/Z phenomenology at the Tevatron and LHC

• Predictions by and feedback to global analysis

• Transverse momentum, resummation and W-mass

• NNLO analysis

• Higgs, Top, and Beyond SM Phenomenology
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